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Aktive Musik's concerts Octo- R _ F R . hr . Beethoven's Opus 111 ?) pointed a finger 
her 2, 5, 6, 10, 11, and 19 (I · to the tenuousness of freedom, or some- 

. attended the first four) both a oars rom u thing. The sharpest manifesto was 
treat and a challenge. Part of Goethe ·· • · · · , · Stabler's own Heiss (Hot), which brought 
House's ongoing Ruhr Works. festival (co- home how easily the boundary- between 

.~Po1:sored by Compos~rs Forum) at Weill B Y · K Y L E C A N N life and art is mai:iipulated: He· used the 
"Recital Hall, Greenwich House, Grace organ only for noises, pullmg stops and 
Church, and elsewhere, the series debuted rialist Klaus Huber), whose On Wings of knocking pedals. At first the noises 
more than a dozen composers from the the Harp for accordion opposed violence seemed to echo from the cathedral's rear, 
'Ruhr Valley, an industrial area the size of with tenderness. Pumped out with phe- but it turned out they were taped, coming 
Delaware. Most of the works were solos nomenal oomph by Tuodoro Anzellotti, · from two women who walked in carrying 
and duets, whetting our desire for more the banal gestures-repeated notes,. concealed boomboxes. 
ambitiou_s examples, b~t t~e. perfor~- breathing sounds, massive chords- Such works seemed obsessed with em- 
e~s-celhst France_s Mane Uitti and p~a- seemed patternless a! first, 1:mt they came phasizing the thing-ness of the musical 
mst Susanne Achille~ among them-m- back and back agam until they made instrument, to defuse the German idealist 
elude~ specta~ular ~rtuosos. . . C tradition by denying the instrument's 

1 
. Aktive M~s~, as its 1:ame implies, fo- . spiritual (i.e., privileged) status. Huf- 

.,;~1;1se~ on politics. The pieces they P!ayed MUSI schmidt's Lieder ohne Worte, however, 
ct1dn t all ~t th~t theme, but they did all . "''@'%!.%'.,,4x fled to the opposite comer. These 24 
use the dialec~ical langu_ag~ of_ contrast s~nse. In Dream J1echamsm for pe~cus- · miniatures for taped piano played 4i orig- 
and confro1:t.ation th~t distinguishes Eu- sion . (Thomas Wi!zmann) · a~d p1~no inal ways with contrasts of distance and 
rope~ poht1c!3-1 music from the_ cooler (Daniel Ott), a fraple chro_matic motive, nearness of the sound, and occasionally 
Amencan vanety. The a~sumption~ of plucked on the piano st~gs, emer~ed inserted tones recorded backward, and so 

1 that language have been m plac~ since from chaos to. ask a question., Judgmg could have been presented no other way. 
Stockhausen, and· the New Tonality has from these and the scores Ive seen, Hammering repetitions, muffled notes, 

_ affected them_ about th~ way a canoe af- Huber appe~rs to have transformed and sympathetic vibrations (a la Stock- 
fects the ~o~tmental drift. OnlY: Wol~gang ~tockhause? s . abs_ttact moment-form hausen's Klavierstuck VII) assembled 
Hufschm1d~ s Brech! and Heme h~der mto _somethmg ~tmtive, capa~le of more themselves into engaging, primitive 
were tonal, m the obligatory Hanns Eisler specific expression. If so, tha! s the first dances and one movement incongruously 
style. Like America, Germany has _its big advance in_German musi~ m 20 years. Stabler's music had implicit politics. tappea' out the rhythm of "The Blue 
cadre of what I call the conservative Falling, Falling ... and Lying and Fall- Danube" in dam ed wron itches- Polit- 
ayant-g_ard_e, people ~ho think noise and ing ?Y Hu~er's student Gerhar? ;Stabler that the_ analogy can bac~_re even_when ical warning or ~ust a j;k~? · • 
1scontmmty-new m the '60s-auto- (Akt1ve's director) used nonpohtical po- the mus_1c succeeds: the dismtegrat1on of· 
'natically mean revolution. So we heard ems by Paul Celan, but politics was im- Stabler's tense sonorities was more poi- Such ambiguity abounded. In his Dr. 
some grad-school music: quad tapes plicit in the music. A tape of marching gnant than liberating. · Hasso Wolf, a hilariously miniature Le 
whooshing from speaker to speaker, huge and chanting crowds bombarded the per- · Of the musical devices that evoke polit- Sacre, Witzmann grunted loudly as he 
percussion assemblages hit all at once. formers:. singer Beatrice Mathez-Wiith- ical~significance, perhaps interruption is banged drums, while Burger's tuba puffed 

· One work, Konzentrationsdiminuendo rich, accordionist Anzellotti, and tubaist the most ·overt. In Ott's Malta Semplice- an atonal march. "Any similarities with 
for piano, by Kunsu Shim, was old-fash- Klaus Burger (who often blew two notes mente, Anzellotti stopped, began explain- real persons or dogs," read the program, 
ioned if elegant, its Boulezian serialism at once): In further movements, a "cage" ing something in Italian, then drowned "are purely coincidental but intended." 
held together with delicate melodic (this was explained to me) of tones was out his own words with deafening wheez- However one construed that, the festival 
threads and distanced by finger taps on imposed from which the players gradually es. Interruption recurred in Liberation was an enlightening change from the dry 
the body of the instrument. freed themselves, and the piece ended Cantata I, which Stabler played on organ, Rihm/Ferneyhough mainstream that 
More often, though, noise and disconti- with a desolate soprano solo, like the last by Frank Abbinanti, an associate of the usually flows from Germany. We need 

nuity formed the end point of a spectrum, gasp of an escaped priso~er. Implicit here . late Cornelius Cardew and Chicago's to- . th~se r~minders that the ny~,mlJ.§ig_unj- • 
~sed to _create contrast. The most distinc- was the Cage/ Adorno idea that music_al . ~ejl~olitical..g>mp~ser. This cut a hy~-'- ·· ver~~snot· exnaus~~ by min~is~, 
tive spm on the l~~~-g~_~e..J~-structure _makes··an-amrrogy, intended or _ like background with strange ~hromatic se~al1sm, ~eoromant1C1sm, and improvi- 

--Nicholas-Hubenno relatio~ to Swiss se- not, to social structure. The danger is · segments, and at the end, a frail melody sation, as it too often seems to be here.■ 
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